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Abstract– In this paper the recently developed meta-heuristic optimization method, known as 
charged system search (CSS), is utilized for optimum nodal ordering to minimize bandwidth and 
profile of sparse matrices. The CSS is an optimization algorithm, which is based on the governing 
laws of Coulomb and Gauss from electrostatics and the Newtonian mechanics of motion. The 
bandwidth and profile of some graph matrices, which are pattern equivalent to structural matrices, 
are minimized using this approach. This shows the applicability of the meta-heuristic algorithms in 
bandwidth and profile optimization. Comparison of the results with those of some existing 
methods, confirms the robustness of the new algorithm.           
 




The analysis of many problems in structural engineering involves the solution of simultaneous equations. 
Such non-singular systems of linear algebraic equations are in the form Ax = b arising from the finite 
element method. These kinds of equations usually involve a positive definite, symmetric, and sparse 
matrix coefficient A. For large structures a great deal of the computer execution time and memory are 
devoted to the solution of these equations. Hence some appropriate specified patterns for the solutions of 
the corresponding equations have been provided, like banded form, profile form and partitioned form. 
These patterns are obtained by nodal ordering of the corresponding models.  
In finite element analysis, for the case of one degree of freedom per node, performing nodal ordering 
is equivalent to reordering the equations. In a more general problem with m degree of freedom per node, 
there are m coupled equations produced for each node. In this case re-sequencing is usually performed on 
the nodal numbering of the graph models, to reduce the bandwidth, profile or wavefront, because the size 
of these problems are m fold smaller than those for m degree of freedom numbering. In this article, the 
mathematical model of FEM is considered as an element clique graph, and nodal ordering is performed for 
reducing the bandwidth and profile of the corresponding matrices [1, 2]. 
Nodal ordering has an important role in the solution of sparse systems. This is achieved by permuting 
the rows and columns of a matrix by proper renumbering of the nodes of the associated graph. Two 
important subjects in nodal ordering are bandwidth optimization and profile reduction. In fact, for sparse 
matrices the size can be considered as the bandwidth or profile of such matrices. These problems have 
created considerable interest over the years because of its practical relevance for a significant range of 
global optimization applications. Since the nature of the problem of nodal ordering is NP-Complete, many 
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approximate methods and heuristics are proposed like, Cuthill-McKee [3], Souza and Murray [4], Sloan 
[5], Gibbs-King [6], Kaveh [7, 8], Kaveh and Rahami [9] and Kaveh and Rahimi Bondarabady [10] 
algorithms.  
Meta-heuristic algorithms mostly tend to perform properly for the optimization problems [11-13]. 
This is because these methods avoid simplifying or making shortening assumptions about the original 
form. Evidence of this is their successful applications to a vast variety of fields, such as engineering, art, 
biology, economics, marketing, genetics, operations research, robotics, social sciences, physics, politics 
and chemistry. As a newly developed type of meta-heuristic algorithm, the charged system search (CSS) 
has recently been introduced for design of structural problems (Kaveh and Talatahari [14, 15]). This 
method utilizes the governing laws of Coulomb and Gauss from electrostatics and the Newtonian law of 
mechanics. Inspired by these laws, a model is created to formulate the nodal ordering optimization 
problem. CSS contains a number of agents called charged particle (CP). Each CP is considered as a 
charged sphere which exerts an electric force on other CPs according to the Coulomb and Gauss laws. The 
resultant forces and the motion laws determine the new location of the CPs. Using these laws provides a 
good balance between the exploration and the exploitation of the algorithm. As a result, CSS can easily be 
utilised for both discrete and continuous optimization problems. In this paper, the CSS developed in [14-




a) Electrostatic laws 
 
In physics, the space surrounding an electric charge has a property known as the electric field. This field 
exerts a force on other electrically charged objects. The electric field surrounding a point charge is given 
by Coulomb’s law. Coulomb has confirmed that the electric force between two small charged spheres is 
proportional to the inverse square of their separation distance ijr . Therefore, this law provides the 
magnitude of the electric force (Coulomb force) between the two point charges. This force on a charge, 














 2                                                            (1) 
 
where ek  is a constant known as the Coulomb constant; ijr  is the separation of the two charges [16]. 
Consider an insulating solid sphere of radius "a" which has a uniform volume charge density and 
carries a total charge of magnitude iq . The magnitude of the electric force at a point outside the sphere is 
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In order to calculate the electric force on a charge ( jq ) at a point ( jr ) due to a group of point charges, the 
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where N is the total number of charged particles and ijF  is equal to  
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b) Newtonian mechanics laws  
 
Newtonian mechanics studies the motion of objects. In the study of motion, the moving object is 
described as a particle regardless of its size. In general, a particle is a point-like mass having infinitesimal 
size. The motion of a particle is completely known if the particle’s position in space is known at all times. 
The displacement of a particle is defined as its change in position. As it moves from an initial position oldr  
to a final position newr , its displacement is given by  
oldnew rrr                                                                      (6) 
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The acceleration of the particle is defined as the change in the velocity divided by the time interval t  
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Also, according to Newton’s second law, we have 
 
.mF                                                                   (10) 
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3. THE RULES OF THE CHARGED SYSTEM SEARCH 
 
In this section, the recently developed optimization algorithm in [14, 15], which is called Charged System 
Search, is briefly presented utilizing the aforementioned physics laws. In the CSS, each solution 
candidate iX  containing a number of decision variables (i.e. iX = { jix , }) is considered as a charged 
particle. The charged particle is affected by the electrical fields of the other agents. The quantity of the 
resultant force is determined by using the electrostatics laws as discussed in Section 2.1, and the quality of 
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the movement is determined using the Newtonian mechanics laws in Section 2.2. Thus an agent with good 
results must exert a stronger force than the bad ones, so the amount of charge will be defined considering 
the objective function value, fit(i). In order to introduce CSS, the following rules are introduced: 
 
Rule 1:  In CSS each CP has a magnitude of charge ( iq ), and as a result creates an electrical field around 








     i=1, 2,…, N                                                   (12) 
 
where bestfit  and worstfit  are so far the best and the worst fitness of all particles; fit(i) represents the 
objective function value or the fitness of the agent i; and N is the total number of CPs. The separation 








r                                                      (13) 
 
where iX  and jX  are the positions of the ith and jth CPs, bestX  is the position of the best current CP, and 
 is a small positive number to avoid singularities. 
 
Rule 2: The initial positions of CPs are determined randomly in the search space and the initial velocities 
of charged particles are assumed to be zero. 
 
Rule 3: Electric forces between any two charged particles are attractive. Utilizing this rule increases the 
exploitation ability of the algorithm. Though it is possible to define the repelling force between CPs as 
well, for our problems this does not seem to be unnecessary. When a search space is a noisy domain, 
having a complete search before converging to a result is required; in such conditions the addition of the 
ability of repelling forces to the algorithm may improve its performance. 
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jij                          (14) 
 
where ijc is a coefficient determining the type and the degree of influence of each CP on the other agents, 
considering their fitness and apart from their charges. This means that good agents are awarded the 
capability of attraction and bad ones are given the repelling feature, which will improve the exploration 
and exploitation abilities of the algorithm. On the one hand, when a good agent attracts a bad one, the 
exploitation ability for the algorithm is provided. On the other hand, when a bad agent repels a good CP, 
the exploration is provided.  
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where jF  is the resultant force acting on the jth CP, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this algorithm, each CP is 
considered to be a charged sphere with radius a having a uniform volume charge density. In this paper, "a" 
is set to unity. 
 
  
Fig. 1. The resultant electrical force acting on a CP [14] 
 
















                                                             (17) 
 
where Fix(X)  is a function which rounds each element of X to the nearest permissible discrete value; 
ak  is the acceleration coefficient; vk  is the velocity coefficient to control the influence of the previous 
velocity; and 1jrand  and 2jrand  are two random numbers uniformly distributed in the range of (0,1). 
jm  is the mass of the CPs which is equal to jq  in this paper. t is the time step and is set to one. Fig. 2 
illustrates the movement of a CP to its new position using this rule. 
The effect of the previous velocity and the resultant force acting on a CP can be decreased or 
increased based on the values of the vk  and ak , respectively. Excessive search in the early iterations may 
improve the exploration ability; however, it must be deceased gradually, as described before. Since ak  is 
the parameter related to the attracting forces, selecting a large value for this parameter may cause a fast 
convergence, and a small value can increase the computational time. In fact, ak  is a control parameter of 
the exploitation. Therefore, choosing an incremental function can improve the performance of the 
algorithm. Also, the direction of the previous velocity of a CP is not necessarily the same as the resultant 
force. Thus, it can be concluded that the velocity coefficient vk  controls the exploration process and 
therefore a decreasing function can be selected. Thus, vk  and ak  are defined as  
)iter/iter-1(0.5k maxv  ,    )iter/iter1(0.5k maxa                                (18) 
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Fig. 2. movement of a CP to its new position [14] 
 
Rule 7: Charged memory (CM) is utilized to save a number of the best so far solutions. Here, the size of 
the CM is taken as N/4. The vectors stored in the CM can influence the CPs. This may increase the 
computational cost, and therefore it is assumed that the same number of the worst particles cannot attract 
others. 
 
Rule 8: The agents violating the limits of the variables are regenerated using the harmony search-based 
handling approach as described by Kaveh and Talatahari [14, 15].  
 
Rule 9: Maximum number of iterations is considered as the terminating criterion. 
The general flowchart of the CSS algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.  
 
4. DEFINITIONS OF THE PROBLEM 
 
a) Nodal ordering for bandwidth reduction 
 
Let G(N,A) be a graph with members set )( aAA   and nodes set )( nNN  . The aim is to label or 
assign the set of integers {1,2,3,…,n} to the nodes of G. Let As(I) be the label or the integer, assigned to 
node i, where each node has a different label. The bandwidth of node i for this assignment, )(ibwAS , is 
the maximum of the difference between As(i) and As(j), where As(j) is the label of adjacent nodes of node 
i or the number assigned to its adjacent nodes. Then 
 
)}i(Nj:)j(As)i(Asmax{)i(bwAs                                           (19) 
 
where N(i) is the set of nodes adjacent to i. The bandwidth of the graph with respect to the assignment, 
As(i) , is then 
 
}Gi:)i(bwmax{)G(BWAs                                                  (20) 
 
The bandwidth of the graph is the minimum value of ASBW  over all possible assignments: 
 
)}i(As:)G(BWmin{)G(BW As                                                (21) 
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Therefore, in the bandwidth reduction problem, one seeks an assignment As(i) that minimizes )(GBWAs . 
Such an assignment keeps all the non-zero elements of the matrix in a band, which is as close as possible 
to the main diagonal. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The general flowchart of the CSS algorithm [14] 
 
b) Nodal ordering for profile reduction 
 
In the above mentioned graph, for the purpose of finding an optimal nodal ordering, we will try to 
label or assign the set of integers {1, 2, 3,…, n} to the nodes of G. The profile of the NN   matrix related 








                                                                     (22) 
 
where the row bandwidth, ib , for row i is defined as the number of inclusive entries from the first non-
zero element in the row to the (i+1) th entry for this assignment. The efficiency of any given ordering for 
the profile solution scheme is related to the number of active equations during each step of the 
factorisation process. Formally, row j is defined to be active during elimination of column i if ij   and 
there exists 0aik   with ik  . Hence, at the ith stage of the factorization, the number of active equations 
is the number of rows of profile that intersect column i, ignoring those rows already eliminated. Let if  
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denote the number of equations that are active during the elimination of the variable ix . It follows from the 











                                                             (23) 
 
where if  is commonly known as the wavefront or frontwidth. Assuming that N and the average value of if  
are reasonably large, it can be shown that a complete profile or front factorisation requires 
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5. THE CSS ALGORITHM FOR NODAL ORDERING 
 
This algorithm attempts to find an optimal assignment for nodal ordering of a graph to reduce the 
bandwidth or profile of the associated matrix employing a charged system search algorithm. The basis of 
the algorithms for both bandwidth and profile reduction are identical and is based on reordering or 
assigning new labels to the graph nodes to achieve the optimal bandwidth or profile. The only difference is 
in defining the objective functions. That is, the main procedure of the CSS algorithm for reordering is the 
same but the objective function for bandwidth reduction comes from Eq. (21), while for profile reduction 
it comes from Eq. (23). 
For an n*n sparse matrix associated to graph G, each permutation of rows and columns leads to a new 
reordering called the assigned set. If the initial numbering of the graph is {1,2,3,…,n}, each permutation of 
this set will be a new assigning list. The aim is to find the optimal assigning list in order to reach the best 
bandwidth or profile.  
Each probable permutation of set {1,2,3,…,n} is considered to be a potential solution which is called 
an agent. In CSS these agents are regarded as CPs. In fact, each solution candidate iX containing a number 
of decision variables j,ix , is considered to be a charged particle and each j,ix  presents the number 
assigned to the node j in the original graph. Thus a solution candidate iX which represents the position 
of iCP , contains n arrays j,ix (j=1,2,…,n) which stand for the assigned numbers. 
The algorithm for nodal ordering follows the above mentioned nine general rules of CSS algorithms. 
As stated before, due to the nature of nodal ordering problem, the discrete version of CSS, consisting of 
nine steps is utilised. 
 
Step 1: The number of CPs, i.e. candidate agents, is determined. For nodal ordering of sparse matrices this 
number is set to N=[fix(n/100)+5], which means that for every 100 nodes one additional CP is added and 
at least 5 CPs are needed for any problem. Using a larger number of CPs may result in more accurate 
results, however, it significantly increases the computational time. On the other hand, using a smaller 
number of CPs may lead to undesirable results. The considered number of CPs is capable of keeping the 
balance at a moderate level. 
 
Step 2: The CPs are defined and settled in their initial positions. For this purpose a random permutation of 
set {1,2,3,…,n} is assigned to each agent as initial candidate solutions. That is, the initial candidate 
solutions iX  and, as a result, their positions { j,i
(0)x } are randomly nominated. In other words, in this 
phase, N candidate solution iX  (i=1,2,…,N) which are located in their positions presented by j,i
(0)x are 
defined. (j=1,2,…,n). The initial velocity for all CPs are considered to be zero. ( j,i(0)v =0    i,j) 
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Step 3:  The magnitude of charge for each CP is calculated using Rule 1. For this purpose the objective 
functions for each agent must be calculated. As mentioned before, this phase is the only distinction 
between bandwidth and profile reduction algorithm. The objective function for bandwidth reduction is 
obtained from Eq. (21), while for profile reduction it is calculated from Eq. (23). In this step, when 
objective functions are calculated, they should be put in order and the best and the worst ones and the best 
and the worst N/5 agents are saved. This will help the algorithm to judge better in the next steps. Then the 
magnitude of charge for each CP, i.e. iq , is obtained through the Eq. (12).  
Step 4: The separation distance between CPs is calculated. In the previous step, the position of each CP is 
defined by a coordinate of n arrays, having the iX  for all CPs. The separation distance between them is 
calculated using the Eq. (13). It should be mentioned that in such discrete problems in which iX is an n-
dimensional array, the intention of calculating distance between every two CPs is to find how far the two 
assumed nodes are in the n-dimensional space. In fact, the calculations of distance, velocity and 
acceleration are all made in a multidimensional space. 
 
Step 5: The type and the degree of influence of each CP on the other agents are determined. For this 
reason, using the rank of the CPs obtained in step 3, a number between +1 and 1 is assigned to each 
agent proportional to its rank. That is, the number +1 is assigned to the best agent and 1 to the worst one 
and so on. Such an assignment leads to improvement of the abilities of exploration and exploitation 
simultaneously. 
 
Step 6:  The value of the resultant electrical force affecting a CP is determined using the Eq. (15). 
Each jF is an n-dimensional array and shows the tendency of agent j toward other CPs.  
Step 7: New position and velocity of each CP is determined considering Eq. (16) and (17), respectively. In 
Eq. (16) the function )(XFix  shifts each j,ix  to its nearest position. That is, the nearest permissible digit 
assigns to each j,ix . As mentioned before, each new position determined by an n-dimensional array shows 
the new renumbering of CPs i.e., the new numbers assigned to nodes. 
 
Step 8: The agents violating the limits of the variables are regenerated using the harmony search-based 
handling approach. Then the best so far solutions are saved. 
 
Step 9: Maximum number of iterations is considered as the terminating criterion.  
 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 
In this section, three examples are presented and the results are compared to those of the other algorithm 
in Table 1. Then a comparison is made for the convergence rate of different algorithms for each example. 
For profile reduction, the results are compared to those of Sloan [5], King [17], and Kaveh and Sharafi 
[18, 19]; and for bandwidth minimization, the 4-step algorithm [7, 8], and an ACO algorithm [20] are used 
to perform the comparison. 
The topological properties of the finite element models are transferred to the connectivity properties 
of graphs by the clique graphs [15]. This graph has the same nodes as those of the corresponding finite 
element model, and the nodes of each element are cliqued, avoiding the multiple edges for the entire 
graph. 
All computations are performed on P9700 @2.40 GHz computer running MATLAB R2009b. In order 
to ensure that the obtained solution from ACO is global or near global optimum, many runs are performed 
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in parallel. Since each run is fully independent of the others, the program could be run in parallel so that 
the total execution time practically became the same as that required for a single run. 
 
Example 1: Consider a finite element mesh (FEM) of a fan. The element clique graph of this model 
contains 1575 nodes as shown in Fig. 4. The performance of the CSS algorithm and some other algorithms 
are tested on this model, and the results are presented in Table 1.  
 
Fig. 4. The element clique graph of a fan 
 
Example 2: The FEM of a shear wall with 760 nodes and four openings is shown in Fig. 5. Similar to the 
previous example, the performance of the CSS algorithm and some other algorithms are tested on this 
model and the results are presented in Table.1.  
 
  
Fig. 5. The element clique graph of a rectangular FEM with four openings 
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Example 3: An H-shape finite element mesh (FEM) with 4949 nodes is considered, as shown in Fig. 6. 
The element clique graph of this model contains 4949 nodes and 9688 beam elements (edges). The 
performance of the CSS algorithm and some other algorithms are tested on this model, and the results are 
presented in Table 1.  
 
  
Fig. 6.  An H-shaped finite element grid 
 
Table 1. Comparison of the results 
 




Sloan [5] 31002 32.7 
King [17] 31982 24.1 
ACO [20] 29665 55.9 
Profile 
minimization 144351 
CSS* 28770 17.3 
4-step [7] 23 4.9 





CSS* 21 4.4 
Sloan [5] 19110 11.1 
King [17] 19613 9.8 
ACO [19] 19007 18.3 
Profile 
minimization 37584 
CSS* 19232 8.2 
4-step [7] 46 1.8 





CSS* 41 2.0 
Sloan [5] 210845 117.8 
King [17] 211731 98.2 
ACO [19] 208945 296.6 
Profile 
minimization 345437 
CSS* 206649 98.7 
4-step [7] 66 17.7 





CSS* 58 13.3 
            * Present algorithm 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The main objective of this paper is to show the applicability and robustness of the CSS for nodal ordering 
of sparse matrices as a discrete optimization problem. From Table 1, it can be observed that the results are 
quite satisfactory, comparing other well-known graph theoretical methods and ACO. 
As it can be seen from Figs. 7 to 9, the typical convergence histories for CSS and ACO show that 
these two methods act similarly to some extent, and move toward their optimum in relatively the same 
way. However, the outcomes suggest that CSS has achieved better results in a shorter time, compared to 
ACO and other metaheuristc algorithms. In fact, in many instances for which the factor of time is more 
important, one may achieve relatively better results by the CSS algorithm. 
The algorithm of this paper can also be applied to nodal ordering of other systems such as hydraulic 
and electrical systems. This application can also be extended to nodal numbering of finite element models 
using other graphs and bandwidth reduction of equilibrium equations [21-23]. 
 
 
Fig. 7. The convergence history of example 1 for the CSS and ACO algorithms 
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Fig. 9. The convergence history of example 3 for the CSS and ACO algorithms 
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